SOLID GREEN 24
Solid Biological All-Purpose Cleaner
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SOLID GREEN 24

Solid Biological All-Purpose Cleaner

SOLID GREEN 24 is a multi-purpose product for any surface not
harmed by water. The combination of biologics and cleaning agents
will perform especially well in restroom cleaning applications, and also
in those hard to clean areas of the kitchen which are often times the
source of odors. Biological agents continue to consume and break
down soils on the surface for continued cleaning and odor control
even after the job is ﬁnished.
Rinses easily and leaves no residue or ﬁlm. All of the ingredients
in SOLID GREEN 24 are rapidly biodegradable and safe for the
environment.
100% active material - No water or ﬁllers added.
Made exclusively with ingredients that are environmentally friendly.
Heavy duty surfactants, oil and grease removers, detergents, and
water conditioning agents lift and carry away soils on a variety of
surfaces.
Biological agents added to destroy odors and decompose soils after
cleaning.
Certiﬁed Salmonella free.
Non-caustic, non-corrosive - very safe to use.
Contains no phosphorus, VOCs, APEs, or solvents.

PACKAGING:

1 x 3.25 lbs/case (#1624S1)

Excellent cleaning performance in a wide variety of applications auto scrubbers, trigger sprayers and wipes, foamy pressure wash or
manual scrub.

PROPERTIES:
Color - Yellow
Fragrance - Lemon
pH - NA
pH, Use Solution - 8.0-10.0
Detergency - Excellent
Wetting - Excellent

Hard Water Tolerance Excellent
Emulsiﬁcation - Excellent
Rinsability - Excellent
Corrosive Factor Non-Corrosive
Shelf Life - 1 year

BAR CODE & CUBE INFORMATION:
Dimensions - 5.25 x 5.25 x 7.5
Weight - 4
Cube - 0.12
PKG/Layers - 42
Layers - 7
Pallet - 294
Hazardous - No
UPC Code - 10784331162411

Use to clean bathrooms, food preparation equipment, ﬂoors, tables or
any hard surface.
Unique solid system saves space, eliminates container handling and
disposal problems, dispenses accurately and reduces use cost.
Each capsule yields 130-520 gallons of use solution.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:

Floors, Walls, Restroom Fixtures: Apply cleaning solution by mop,
spray or towel, Rinsing is not required.
R2U Dispenser: Turn valve to “on” position. Fill container to desired
level and turn valve to “off” position.
P4C Dispenser: Fill the container to desired level with water, then
push button in and release to add chemical concentrate.
Master Blaster: Remove cap. Place upside down in dispenser.
Apply thoroughly to surfaces being cleaned. Rinse with potable hot
water.

SAFETY:
Read label carefully before use. For industrial
and institutional use only. Keep out of reach of
children. Causes eye and skin irritation. Harmful
if swallowed. For further information, consult the
Safety Data Sheet.

Heavy Duty Cleaning: Mix stronger solution by using either more
concentrate or less water. Mop or scrub surfaces. Rinse with clean
water.
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